NRI Liaison Visit to Northwestern University

Date/Time: Wednesday, 5/30/12, 8:30 AM -- 11:30 AM Central Time
Location: Room 3-510 Silverman Hall, 2170 Campus Drive, Evanston, IL 60208-2850

Attending in person:
(1) Jim Hannon, IBM, jbhannon@us.ibm.com (Arriving at O’Hare at 8 AM)
(2) Zoran Krivokapic, Global Foundries, Zoran.Krivokapic@globalfoundries.com
(3) Steve Kramer, Micron, sjkramer@micron.com
(4) Luigi Colombo, Texas Instruments, colombo@ti.com
(5) Mark Hersam, NU, m-hersam@northwestern.edu
(6) Tobin Marks, NU, t-marks@northwestern.edu
(7) Kathleen Stair, NU, kstair@northwestern.edu
(8) Vinod Sangwan, NU, vinodks@gmail.com
(9) Ken Everaerts, NU, keneveraerts2012@u.northwestern.edu
(10) Erik Sczygelski, NU, sczygelski@u.northwestern.edu
(11) Chung-Chiang Wu, NU, chung-chiang.wu1@northwestern.edu
(12) Heather Arnold, NU, heather.n.arnold@gmail.com
(13) Deep Jariwala, NU, deepjariwala2015@u.northwestern.edu
(14) Julian McMorrow, NU, JulianMcMorrow2011@u.northwestern.edu
(15) William Kung, NU, w-kung@northwestern.edu

Attending via WebEx:
(1) Allison Hilbert, NRI, Allison.Hilbert@src.org, 919-941-9433
(2) Yaw Obeng, NIST, yaw.obeng@nist.gov
(3) Ravi Pillarisetty, Intel, ravi.pillarisetty@intel.com

Unable to attend:
(1) Lincoln Lauhon, NU, lauhon@northwestern.edu

Agenda:
8:30-9:00 AM: Set up room, site visit team arrives, breakfast available
9:00-9:30 AM: Nanomaterials and Devices, Mark Hersam
9:30-10:00 AM: Self-Assembled Nanodielectrics, Tobin Marks
10:00-10:30 AM: Scanning Probe and Device Characterization, Erik Sczygelski
10:30-11:00 AM: NRI Internal Discussion
11:00-11:30 AM: Debrief with NRI Faculty

11:30 AM: Adjourn; Sarah Hearst will pick up the NRI Liaison Team for lunch and afternoon review session with the University of Pittsburgh NEB Team